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Pattern #102 AM for Tonner American Model 
This pattern includes all pieces to make gowns for 22" American Model. 2 Different bodices with 2 skirt styles, Straight and 
gathered in different lengths. Price $8.00 

Pattern #105 AM for Tonner American Model 
This pattern is based on an outfit in the Theatre De La Mode book. Outfit  #25. It is a Beachwear Ensemble. It consists of a Bolero 
midriff jacket, shorts, and swing style skirt that is open in the front. It features bis bands of color around the bottom of the skirt. 
Price $9.00 

 Pattern #115 for all 
This pattern is for Cissy, Kitty, Gene, Tyler, and 22" American Model. This gown is based on a 1950's ball gown as shown in the 
picture. It can be made several ways. This pattern includes all bodices sizes as listed above in 1 pattern. Price $10.00 

Pattern #116 AM for Tonner American Model 
This is a pattern for 22" American Model. This pattern includes all pattern pieces to make a 5 gored skirt is 4 different styles. It 
also includes the bodice show on the blue gown. The top with the polka dot skirt is from pattern #105AM and the top attached to 
the skirt in the leopard print is from pattern #102AM. Price $8.00 

Pattern #117 AM for Tonner American Model 
This is a pattern for 22" American Model. It features a peasant style blouse in 2 lengths with 2  sleeve lengths, Gathered skirt, 
dress and short shorts. Price $8.00 

 Pattern #118 for AM for Tonner American Model 
This pattern is for 22" American Model dolls. This pattern features a jacket, pants, vest, blouse and hat. The Vest forms a "V" in the front. The Blouse features a 
rounded collar and cuffed sleeves. Price: $11.00 

Pattern #119 AM for Tonner American Model 
This is a pattern for 22" American Model dolls. This pattern includes all the pieces to make a Halter top, Capri Pants and bikini 
bottoms. 
The Halter top can be made with sheer fabrics like chiffon (which the pattern is self-lined) or with cottons or any other fabric 
unlined. Also there are no darts in this pattern. Price $8.00 

Pattern #120 AM for Tonner American Model 
This pattern is a bathing suit and body suit pattern. It features a Halter style suit, Regular style suit, and a Halter style body suit. This pattern is for stretch 
fabrics only. Price $8.00 
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Pattern #127 AM for Tonner  American Model 
This is the newest pattern for 22" American Model dolls by Designs by Gerry B. This is a gown based on a vintage pattern from 1955. It features cap 
sleeves in 3 lengths and 2 different skirts, a gathered skirt in 2 lengths or a straight skirt. The back of the bodice is low cut to form a "V". Price $8.00 

Pattern #128 AM for Tonner American Model 
This is a pattern for 22" American Model Dolls. It features a bodice with cap sleeves, criss-crossed straps and added gathered 
skirt on top of straight skirt. You can make it with or without the gathered skirt or make it with a gathered skirt without the straight 
skirt underneath. Price $8.00 

Pattern #129 AM for Tonner American Model 
This is a pattern for 22" American Model Dolls. It features a long sleeved body suit, long sleeved bathing suit with 2 neckline options - scoop neck and 
off the shoulder options - and a sleeveless T-shirt for spandex and all stretch type fabrics.  Price $8.00 

Pattern #131 AM for Tonner American Model 
This pattern features a low cut bodice with either a straight skirt or a gathered skirt in 3 lengths. It also features 3 different sleeve 
options. A straight sleeve, gathered sleeve or just use lace around the bodice and arms for sleeves. Price $9.00 

      
Pattern #139 AM for Tonner American Model 
This pattern for 22" American Model features a dress with a slightly off shoulder bodice with a drop waistline. This dress can be 
made with or without sleeves. The bodice can also be made into a blouse. The skirt on the long dresses is a very full skirt. It is 
wider at the hemline than the waistline. It also features either a solid skirt or a skirt with a center panel insert as shown in the off 
white dress in the first picture. Price $9.00 

Pattern #122 AM for Tonner American Model 
Suit with jacket, split skirt, and blouse and hat.  
Price $10 
 

Pattern #156 AM for Tonner American Model 
This pattern is for 22" American Model. It features a drop "V" bodice with a gathered skirt that is longer in the front than in the back. It has a 
contrasting hemline. The straight skirt underneath has a fan like insert on both sides of the skirt. The bodice can be made to tie around the 
neck or you can attach the straps in the back. It also features a zipper closure on the dress.  Price $10.00 
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Pattern #173 ANT for Tonner Antoinette 
This is a pattern for Antoinette. This pattern features a dress with 2 different neckline. A jewel neckline and a scoop neckline. It also features 2 
different skirt styles - a straight skirt in 2 lengths and a gathered skirt in to lengths. It also comes with a sleeve pattern for a short or long 
sleeve. Price $8.00 

Pattern #174 ANT for Tonner Antoinette 
This is a pattern for Antoinette. This pattern features a long sleeve blouse with cuffs and a pair of pants. Price $8.00 

Pattern #175 T/A for Tonner Antoinette & Tyler 
This pattern for Tyler and Antoinette features a full long sleeved body suit and a bathing suit style long sleeved body suit. It also features a 
sleeveless T-shirt. This is for stretch fabric only. Price $8.00 
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Pattern #206 B/L for Tonner Betsy and Linda McCall 
This is a pattern for Betsy and Linda McCall. This pattern consists of all the pattern pieces to make the following - A peasant style blouse with 
long or short sleeves, a short peasant style blouse with long or short sleeves, pants, shorts, skirt and halter style bathing suit. 
Price $7.00 

 Pattern #210RTB for Kish Riley and Tonner Tiny Betsy McCall 
This pattern is for Both Riley and Tiny Betsy features a Wizard of OZ Dorothy dres. With this pattern you can make a blouse and skirt for either Riley or 
Tiny Betsy. 
Price $7.00 

Pattern #205 RTB for Kish Riley and Tonner Tiny Betsy 
This pattern is for Both Riley and Tiny Betsy and features a ruffled top, skort and hat. 
Price $6.50 
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Pattern # 101 CED 
Pattern #101 CED 
For a strapless gown or halter style gown made with stretch fabric. The dress can be made in three lengths. Price $ 8.00 

Pattern #102 CED 
This pattern includes all pieces to make gowns for CED. 2 different bodices with 2 skirt styles, Straight and gathered in different lengths. 
Price $8.00 

Pattern #107 CED 
This is for stretch fabric like spandex. It features a long sleeve dress that can be made in 3 lengths and also a train in the back. 
Price: $8.00 

Pattern #108 CED 
This pattern is for a strapless dress in 2 lengths.   Price $8.00 

Pattern #110 CED 
This pattern is for a Jacket, Slacks, shorts and blouse. Price $9.00 

Pattern #111 CED 
With this pattern you can make 3 different styles of bathing suits - Halter style, regular style or cut out style. You can also make the dresses as 
shown the pictures along with a pair of spandex pants. This pattern is for stretch fabric only.  Price $9.00 

Pattern #114 CED 
Sheath Dress pattern for CED. Knee length or floor length Price $7.00 
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Pattern #103 C for Madame Alexander Cissy 21” 
This pattern is for Cissy to make the bathing suits pictured at the left. Halter style one piece, strapless one piece, bikini with bra top. Halter style 
top, skirted bottoms with round skirt or square skirt. G-string style bottoms. This pattern also fits Kitty Collier. (Except halter style top and one-
piece suit) Price  $7.00 

Pattern #104 C for Madame Alexander Cissy 21” 
This pattern is for Cissy to make a variety of outfits. Pajamas, Coat, Tent Dress long or short, Jacket, Slacks, shorts, Blouse and Robe. No Darts 
at all in the pattern. Price $9.00 

Pattern #105 C for Madame Alexander Cissy 21” 
This pattern is based on an outfit in the Theatre De La Mode book. Outfit  #25. It is a Beachwear Ensemble. It consists of a Bolero midriff jacket, 
shorts, and swing style skirt that is open in the front. It features biss bands of color around the bottom of the skirt. Price $9.00 

Pattern #106 C for Madame Alexander Cissy 21” 
This pattern is available for all. It is a jacket, dress in 3 lengths and 2 different bodices. You can also add sleeves to the bodice and leave the 
sleeves off the jacket to make a vest. Price: $8.00 

Pattern #115 for All 
This pattern is for Cissy, Kitty, Gene, Tyler, and 22" American Model. This gown is based on a 1950's ball gown as shown in the picture. It can 
be made several ways. This pattern includes all bodices sizes as listed above in 1 pattern. Price $10.00 

Pattern #125 C, CED, K, E 
This pattern is for Cissy, CED, Kitty and Emme (The original Emme). This pattern is for a one piece body suit made using spandex fabric. Price $8.00 

Pattern #163 C for Madame Alexander Cissy 21” 
This pattern features a sleeveless blouse with stand up collar, straight skirt or puffed skirt, pillbox style hat for Cissy. Price $9.00 
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Pattern #168 DD for Tonner Deeanna Denton 
This is a pattern is designed for Deeanna Denton and similar size dolls. This pattern features a low notched lapel jacket, strapless bodice, 
bodice with scoop neckline, bodice with deep scoop neckline front and back, 3 sleeve lengths for bodice, straight skirt in short and long version 
and gathered skirt in long and short version. Price $14.00 

 Pattern #169 DD for Tonner Deeanna Denton 
This is a pattern is designed for Deeanna Denton and similar size dolls. This pattern features a princess style dress with tight fitting skirt that 
has a slight flare at the hemline. It can also have a gathered skirt added at the bottom. The bodice on the dress will come in 2 styles one that is 
straight across and the other will have a slight dip in the middle. Price $8.00 

Pattern #170 DD for Tonner Deeanna Denton 
This is a pattern is designed for Deeanna Denton and similar size dolls. This pattern features a princess style bustier and princess style skirt. 
The bustier will come with 2 different option one that is straight across and the other will have a slight dip in the middle. The skirt is tight fitting 
to the knees and then flares down to the floor. It is longer in the back to form a train. Price $9.00 

Pattern #171 DD for Tonner Deeanna Denton 
This is a pattern is designed for Deeanna Denton and similar size dolls. This pattern features several different style gowns made with stretch 
fabric only. From strapless to halter style, with several different looks. Scoop back that laces up or straight back. Also make just a short dress. 
Glove pattern not included.  Price $9.00 

 Pattern #177 DD for Tonner Deeanna Denton 
This is a pattern is designed for Deeanna Denton and similar size dolls. This pattern features a drop waist dress with a gathered skirt and a 
sheath style dress. This can be made in short or full length. Price $9.00 

Pattern #182 DD for Tonner Deeanna Denton 
This is a pattern is designed for Deeanna Denton and similar size dolls. This pattern features Halter style dress with either a straight skirt or 
gather skirt, Halter top lined or reversible, straight leg pants and wide leg pants. Price $10.00 
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Pattern #133 ELL for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde 
This is pattern for Ellowyne. This pattern features a dress with a  scoop neckline with a front closure. It also features a straight skirt or you can make this dress with a 
gathered skirt. These dresses also feature working pickets. It also comes with the pattern piece to make this a full-length gown. Price $7.00 

Pattern #134 for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde 
This is a pattern for Ellowyne. 
This pattern features a strapless dress with either a straight skirt or a gathered skirt in 2 different lengths. Price: $7.00 

Pattern #135 Ell for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde 
This is a new pattern for Ellowyne. This pattern features a dress with a  scoop neckline with a back closure. It also features a straight skirt or you can make this dress with 
a gathered skirt. Price $7.00 

Pattern #136 For 16” Dolls 
For Gene, Tyler and Ellowyne 
This is the newest pattern for Gene, Tyler, and Ellowyne. This pattern is for a Swing style coat. This coat can be made in 4 different lengths - Hip 
length, above the Knee length, below the Knee length and full length. This coat is also made so it is completely reversible. (The black gingham 
with yellow was made based on an outfit worn in the movie Gentlemen Prefer Blondes). Price:  $9.00 

     Pattern #137 Ell for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde 
This is a very versatile pattern. This pattern features a Jacket/Blouse with a scoop neckline and a peter pan collar. The sleeves in this are in 2 sections. The upper section is 
gathered and the lower section is straight. It also comes with the pattern for an A-Line skirt that can be made with a waistband or added to the bustier top to make a dress. 
There is also a pattern for slacks that can be made with a waistband or added to the bustier top. There is also a tiered skirt pattern, which the skirt can be made using a 
waistband or the bustier top added to it to make a dress. The last piece is the bustier top that can be made a separate piece to be worn in many ways. Just a few are shown 
in the pictures above. Price $12.00 

Pattern #138 Ell for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde 
Here is another pattern for Ellowyne. This pattern features a body suit with sleeves, a halter style body suit, halter style bathing suit and a 
regular style bathing suit. These item are for stretch fabrics. Also includes a bonus shirt pattern not pictured. Price $8.00 

  Pattern #141 Ell for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde 
This is a pattern for Ellowyne. This pattern features a boxy style jacket with shorter than regular sleeve length. It also has 2 size collars for the 
jacket and the jacket can be made lined or unlined. It also has a cuff that can be added to the jacket sleeve.  The dress features a princess style 
bodice with spaghetti style straps or you can leave it strapless. It has a full skirt that you can make in any length you want.  Price $ 9.00 

Pattern #142 Ell for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde 
Dress pattern with several different options. From long sleeves to short and puffed. This pattern is interchangeable with #143 Price $10 
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Pattern #143 Ell for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde 
Dress pattern with several different sleeve options. This pattern is interchangeable with pattern #142 Price $10 

 Pattern #145 Ell for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde 
This pattern for Ellowyne is a sheath dress. This pattern will include 3 sleeve lengths and 2 dress lengths in the straight style (short and long) It will also include a version 
for adding a gathered skirt below the hip line. There is also a collar that can be added to any style and you can also make this dress sleeveless.  Price $8.00 

 Pattern #146 Ell for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde 
This pattern for Ellowyne is an off the shoulder style dress. It comes with 2 sleeve options - one with straight long sleeves and one with short puffed sleeves.  It also comes 
with 2 skirt styles - straight skirt or gathered skirt.  It also shows an option to make the dress strapless or to add a strap that ties around the back of the neck. It also includes 
the sash pattern piece.  Price $9.00 

Pattern #148 Ell/T for Wilde Ellowyne and Tonner Tyler 
This pattern for Ellowyne and Tyler is based on a Jane Austen style gown. It features leg-o-mutton sleeves, high empire 
waistline and slight A-line skirt.  Price $9.00 

 Pattern #149 Ell for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde 
This dress for Ellowyne features a long dress with 2 pleats in the front. It also has removable puffed sleeves. Price $9 

Pattern #150 Ell for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde 
This dress for Ellowyne features drop waistline with a 2 tiered gathered skirt. The straps can be made as shown or regular on the shoulders. Price $8 

 Pattern #151 Ell for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde 
This dress for Ellowyne features a long drop waist that goes below the hips. It has a gathered skirt that is shorter in the front and longer in the back. It can 
be also made strapless Price $9 

 Pattern #155 Ell for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde 
This pattern is for both Ellowyne and Tyler. It features a drop "V" bodice with a gathered skirt that is longer in the front than in the back. It has a contrasting 
hemline. The straight skirt underneath has a fan like insert on both sides of the skirt. The bodice can be made to tie around the neck or you can attach the 
straps in the back. It also features a zipper closure on the dress. Price $9.00 10



 Pattern #157 Ell for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde 
This pattern is for Ellowyne features a blouse, skort, jacket with collar, and hat. Price $9.00 

  Pattern #159 Ell for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde 
This pattern features a Nightgown and Robe in 2 different lengths for Gene, Tyler and Ellowyne. The nightgown and robe both feature a rounded yoke 
neckline. The nightgown can be made with or without sleeves and you can use any type of trim. Price $9.00 

Pattern #161 Ell for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde 
This pattern features a Sailor style outfit for Ellowyne. With this pattern you can make 2 different blouse styles - 1 with long sleeves and 1 with short puffed 
sleeves, 2 different collar styles - 1 square neckline and 1 with a "V" neckline, 2 different skirt styles - 1 a box pleat skirt and 1 a 2 tiered gathered skirt, hat 
and necktie. Price $10.00 

Pattern #162 Ell for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde 
This pattern features a sleeveless blouse with stand up collar, straight skirt or puffed skirt, pillbox style hat and gloves for Ellowyne.  Price $9.00 

Pattern #164 Ell for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde 
This is new pattern for Ellowyne.This pattern features a several different options. It features a bustier is 2 different lengths that can be attached to a skirt or the short one 
can be made without a skirt. It also features a gathered skirt. A peasant top/dress that can be made in 3 different lengths with 2 different sleeve lengths. It also comes with a 
pattern for a pair of leggings. Price $9.00 

Pattern #165 Ell for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde 
This is new pattern for Ellowyne. This pattern features a self-lined top, self-lined dress, self-lined skirt that can be worn up high to make it shorter or down lower to make 
it longer, unattached sleeves, thigh high leggings, and a hat. The top, dress, skirt, sleeves, and legging also have ruffled hemlines. This pattern is for stretch fabrics only. 
Price $8.00 

 Pattern #166 Ell for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde 
This Pattern for Ellowyne features a reversible bolero jacket, reversible bustier, reversible hat, capris and tote bag. Price $8.00 

 Pattern #167 Ell for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde 
This Pattern for Ellowyne is Princess style dress that can be made with or without strapless. Price $7.00 

Pattern #172 Ell for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde 
This Pattern for Ellowyne features a sleeveless top made with stretch fabric fully lined and a gathered skort with a waistband. Price $7.00 
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Pattern #179 Ell for Ellowyne Wilde 
This Pattern for Ellowyne features an oversized over shirt made witn stretch fabric. The over shirt has a gathered bottom. It also comes with a 
blouse that has a ruffle on the bottom of the sleeve. The skirt has a drop waist with a layer of gathers. Price $9.00 

Pattern #178 Ell for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde 
This is a pattern for Gene, Tyler and Ellowyne. This pattern features a Princess Style A-line coat, Princess style strapless A-Line Gown, and a 
Princess style straight gown. The coat can be lined or unlined.  Price for this pattern is $14.00 for all 3 or you can purchase this pattern to fit just 
Gene and Tyler on Gene and Tyler pattern pages or Ellowyne above for $10.00 
Price $14.00 

Pattern #180 Ell/Del for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde & Aston Drake 
Delilah Noir 
This is a pattern for Ellowyne and Delilah Noir. This pattern features a skirt with a high waist line and a flare and longer in the back, a skirt with a high waistline and it is 
A-line. It also features a blouse with puffed sleeves that has a ruffle on the top and a detachable ruffled collar. It also has a pattern for a knit shirt that has 2 neckline 
options. Price $10.00 

Pattern #181 Ell for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde 
This is a pattern for Ellowyne. This pattern features an A-Line Dress made with stretch fabric only. It can be made with tiers of ruffles or plain. You can add as many 
ruffles as you want and place them any way you want. This is a very simple dress to make and is fully lined. The yellow one in the pictures shows what it looks like with 1 
ruffle, then 2 ruffles then 3 ruffles and a ruffle draped over the one shoulder. The white print shows 4 tiers of ruffles with one ruffle higher up on one side. The red print 
one shows the dress with no ruffles. Price $8.00 

Pattern #183 Ell for Wilde Ellowyne Wilde 
This is a pattern for Ellowyne. This pattern features 2 high waisted dresses. 1 is plain and the other is my version of "A Bon Voyage" with gathered overlay. It also comes 
with a pattern for a coat lined or unlined. Price $10.00 
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Pattern #101 G/T for Gene Marshall and Tyler Wentworth 
For a strapless gown made with stretch fabric. The dress can be made in three lengths and the one for Gene also included a pattern for making 
a gown with a train in the back. Price $7.00 for #101 G & T  

 Pattern #102G/T for Gene Marshall and Tyler Wentworth 
This pattern is also includes all pattern pieces for the gowns for both Gene and Tyler. It is for a strapless gown made from any type of fabric 
with a short or long attached skirt. There are 2 different bodice styles included for each doll. You can add straps also. Price $7.00 

 Pattern #105 G/T for Gene Marshall and Tyler Wentworth 
This pattern is based on an outfit in the Theatre De La Mode book. Outfit #25. It is a Beachwear Ensemble. It consists of a Bolero midriff jacket, 
shorts, and swing style skirt that is open in the front. It features bais bands of color around the bottom of the skirt. Price $9.00 

 Pattern #106 G/T for Gene Marshall and Tyler Wentworth 
This pattern is available for all. It is a jacket, dress in 3 lengths (2 lengths for Emme) and 2 different bodices. You can also add sleeves to the 
bodice and leave the sleeves off the jacket to make a vest. Price $8.00 

 Pattern #107 G/T for Gene Marshall and Tyler Wentworth 
This is a pattern for Gene,Tyler,and Alex.This is for stretch fabric like spandex. It features a long sleeve dress that can be made in 3 lengths and 
also a train in the back. Price:  $8.00 

 Pattern #111 T for Tonner Tyler Wentworth 
This pattern is for Tyler only. With this pattern you can make 3 different styles of bathing suits - Halter style, regular style or cut out style. You 
can also make the dresses as shown the the pictures along with a pair of spandex pants. This patttern is for stretch fabric only. 
Price $9.00 

 Pattern #113 T for Tonner Tyler Wentworth 
Dress pattern for Tyler with various bodice and skirt options. Stretch fabric only. Price $7.00 

Pattern #115 for All 
1950's ball gown as shown in the picture. It can be made several way. This pattern includes all bodices si This pattern is for Cissy, Kitty, Gene, 
Tyler, and 22" American Model. This gown is based on a zes as listed above in 1 pattern. Price $10.00 

Pattern #121 G/T for Gene Marshall & Tyler Wentworth 
This is the newest pattern for Gene and Tyler. It features a peasant style blouse in 2 lengths with 2 sleeve lengths, Gathered skirt and dress in 2 lengths. Price $8.00 13



Pattern #123 G/T/E for Gene Marshall, Tyler Wentworth & Emme 
This pattern is for Gene, Tyler and the 2005 Emme. This pattern is for a one piece body suit made using spandex fabric. Price $6.00 

Pattern #125 G for Gene Marshall 
This is a pattern for Gene dolls. This is a gown based on a vintage pattern from 1955. It features cap sleeves in 3 lengths and 2 different skirts, a 
gathered skirt in 2 lengths or a straight skirt. The back of the bodice is low cut to form a "V". Price $7.00 

Pattern #106 E for Original Emme 
This pattern is available for all. It is a jacket, dress in 3 lengths (2 lengths for Emme) and 2 different bodices. You can also add sleeves to the 
bodice and leave the sleeves off the jacket to make a vest. Price: $7.00 

Pattern #126 T for Tonner Tyler Wentworth 
This is a Vintage style dress pattern for Tyler with 2 skirt and 2 sleeve options. Back forms a "V" Price $7.00 

Pattern #130 G for Gene Marshall 
This is a pattern for Gene. This pattern features a front closing dress with either a straight skirt or a gathered skirt. You can make this dress is 2 different lengths. Price:  
$7.00 

Pattern #132 T for Tonner Tyler Wentworth 
This is a pattern for Tyler. This pattern features a front closing dress with either a straight skirt or a gathered skirt. You can make this dress is 2 
different lengths. Price:  $7.00 

Pattern #136 G/T/Ell for Gene Marshall, Tyler Wentworth and 
Ellowyne Wilde 
This is a pattern for Gene, Tyler, and Ellowyne. This pattern is for a Swing style coat. This coat can be made in 4 different lengths - Hip length, 
above the Knee length, below the Knee length and full length. This coat is also made so it is completely reversible. (The black gingham with 
yellow was made based on an outfit worn in the movie Gentlemen Prefer Blondes). Price $9.00 

  Pattern #140 G for Gene Marshall 
This pattern is for a suit with a straight skirt in 2 lengths. The jacket features a pleated peplum. 
Price $9.00 

 Pattern #144 G for Gene Marshall 
This is a pattern for Gene. It is based on a 1950's pattern shown above. This features a sheath style dress with cap sleeves and a wide scoop 
neckline and very fitted skirt. The jacket is fitted to the waist and features a "V" neckline with collar and the sleeves are a little shorter than full-
length sleeves.  Price $9.00 14



 Pattern #147 T for Tyler Wentworth 
This pattern for Tyler is an off the shoulder style dress. It comes with 2 sleeve options - one with straight long sleeves and one with short puffed 
sleeves.  It also comes with 2 skirt styles - straight skirt or gathered skirt.  It also shows an option to make the dress strapless or to add a strap 
that ties around the back of the neck. It also includes the sash pattern piece. 
Price $9.00 

Pattern #148 T/Ell for Tyler Wentworth and Ellowyne Wilde 
This pattern for Ellowyne and Tyler is based on a Jane Austen style gown. It features leg-o-mutton sleeves, high empire waistline and slight A-line skirt.  Price $9.00 

 Pattern #152 G/T for Gene Marshall & Tyler Wentworth 
This dress for Both Gene and Tyler features a long dress with 2 pleats in the front. It also has removable puffed sleeves. Price $9 

 Pattern #153 G/T for Gene Marshall & Tyler Wentworth 
This dress for Tyler and Gene features drop waist-line with a 2 tiered gathered skirt. The straps can be made as shown or regular on the shoulders. Price $8.00 

  Pattern #154 G/T for Gene Marshall & Tyler Wentworth 
This dress for Gene and Tyler features a long drop waist that goes below the hips. It has a gathered skirt that is shorter in the front and longer in the back. 
It can be also made strapless  Price $9 

 Pattern #155 T/Ell for Tyler Wentworth and Ellowyne Wilde 
This pattern is for both Ellowyne and Tyler. It features a drop "V" bodice with a gathered skirt that is longer in the front than in the back. It has a 
contrasting hemline. The straight skirt underneath has a fan like insert on both sides of the skirt. The bodice can be made to tie around the neck 
or you can attach the straps in the back. It also features a zipper closure on the dress.  Price $9.00 

  Pattern #158 G for Gene Marshall 
This pattern features 2 dress made from pictures of the movie "Moon over Miami". This was a 1941 movie starring Betty Grable, Carole Landis, 
Don Ameche, Robert Cummings and Charlotte Greenwood. 
Dress "A" is sheer bodice (organza) with a satin bustier underneath, chiffon circle skirt with 4 layers of tulle. Dress "B" is basically the same but 
made with cotton and no bustier underneath. Dress "C" features a long waisted gown with a gathered peplum and short sleeves. 
Price $10 

  Pattern #159 G/T/Ell for Gene Marshall, Tyler Wentworth and 
Ellowyne Wilde 
This pattern features a Nightgown and Robe in 2 different lengths for Gene, Tyler and Ellowyne. The nightgown and robe both feature a rounded 
yoke neckline. The night gown can be made with or without sleeves and you can use any type of trim. 
Price $9.00 
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 Pattern #160 G for Gene Marshall 
This pattern for Gene features a jacket that snaps in the back with mid-arm length sleeve with a wide neckline and an attached flounced peplum. 
The skirt is a tight fitting skirt to the knees then it spreads out and is longer in the back. You can trim the jacket with a boa or with fur (pattern 
for the fur is also included.) There is also a hat pattern inclued with this pattern. 
Price $10.00 

Pattern #175 T/A for Tyler Wentworth & Antoinette 
This pattern for Tyler and Antoinette features a full long sleeved body suit and a bathing suit style long sleeved body suit. It also features a 
sleeveless T-shirt. This is for stretch fabric only. 
Price $8.00 

Pattern #176 T for Tyler Wentworth 
This pattern is for Tyler features a low cut dress with either puffed sleeves or straight sleeves. The white gown is made sleeveless with trim to 
form the sleeves. It comes with 2 skirt styles in short or long length. Price $8.00 

Pattern #178 G/T/Ell For Gene Marshall, Tyler Wentworth and 
Ellowyne Wilde 
This is a pattern for Gene, Tyler and Ellowyne. This pattern features a Princess Style A-line coat, Princess style strapless A-Line Gown, and a 
Princess style straight gown. The coat can be lined or unlined.  Price for this pattern is $14.00 for all 3 or you can purchase this pattern to fit just 
Gene and Tyler on Gene and Tyler pattern pages or Gene and Tyler above for $10.00 Price $14.00 
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Pattern #101 K for Kitty Collier 
A strapless gown made with stretch fabric. The dress can be made in three lengths  Price $7.00 

Pattern #105 K for Kitty Collier 
This pattern is based on an outfit in the Theatre De La Mode book. Outfit #25. It is a Beachwear Ensemble. It consists of a Bolero midriff jacket, 
shorts, and swing style skirt that is open in the front. It features bias bands of color around the bottom of the skirt. Price $9.00 

Pattern #106 K for Kitty Collier 
This pattern is available for all. It is a jacket, dress in 3 lengths (2 lengths for Emme) and 2 different bodices. You can also add sleeves to the 
bodice and leave the sleeves off the jacket to make a vest. Price $7.00 

Pattern #115 for All 
This pattern is for Cissy, Kitty, Gene, Tyler, and 22" American Model. This gown is based on a 1950's ball gown as shown in the picture. It can 
be made several way. This pattern includes all bodices sizes as listed above in 1 pattern. Price $10.00 

Pattern #101 TK for Tiny Kitty Collier 
A strapless gown made with stretch fabric. The dress can be made in three lengths  Price $7.00 

Pattern #102 TK for Tiny Kitty Collier 
This pattern includes all pieces to make gowns for Tiny Kitty. 2 different bodices with 2 skirt styles, Straight and gathered in different lengths. 
Price $7.00 

Pattern #104 TK for Tiny Kitty Collier 
This pattern is for Tiny Kitty to make a variey of outfits. Pajams, Blouse,Coat,Jacket,Slacks, Shorts,Robe, Bodice top attached to a skirt or 
seperate. The designs from the pattern are limitless.  Price $7.00 

 Pattern #106 TK for Tiny Kitty Collier 
This pattern is available for all. It is a jacket, dress in 3 lengths (2 lengths for Emme) and 2 different bodices. You can also add sleeves to the 
bodice and leave the sleeves off the jacket to make a vest. Price: $7.00 
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Pattern #201 M for Marley Wentworth 
Pattern for Marley 
With this pattern you can make 2 different bathing suits and a jump suit. This pattern requires stretch fabric. These bathing suits will also fit 
Leeann. Price  $6.50 

 Pattern #202 M for Marley Wentworth 
With this pattern you can make a jacket lined or unlined, a pair of slack or pedal pushers, and shorts in 2 lengths. Also a tube top and hat.  
Price  $7.00 

 Pattern #203 M for Marley Wentworth 
With this pattern you can make several different dresses. From a box pleat skirt, a gathered skirt, a straight skirt. The dress bodice can be 
sleeveless or with sleeves and the sleeves can be short or long or puffed. Also a shift in 2 different lengths, a crop top or a regular top. 
Price  $8.00 

Pattern #201 for Leeann 
This pattern is for a basic dress for Lee Ann. You can make it sleeveless or add sleeves. Price  $7.00 

Pattern #205 M/L for Marley Wentworth and Leeann 
Pattern for Marley and Leeann. With this pattern you will receive all the pattern pieces to make the following - a peasant style blouse long sleeve 
and short sleeve, a short peasant style blouse long and short sleeve, a skirt, pants long and capri length and shorts. Price $7.00 

Pattern #207 LA for Leeann 
Pattern for Leeann. This pattern features a ruffled top, skort and hat. Price $7.00 

Pattern #208 M for Marley Wentworth 
Pattern for Marley. This pattern features 2 bodices with drop waist lines and 2 different skirt styles with 2 different lengths. Price $8.00 

 Pattern #209 M for Marley Wentworth 
Pattern for Marley. This pattern features a drop waist dress with sailor type collar, puffed sleeves with cuffs and a gathered skirt. Price $7.00 
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Pattern #201 R for Kish Riley 
PJ Pattern for Riley Price $6.50 

Pattern #202 R for Kish Riley 
This is a pattern for Riley. It is for making bathing suits for Riley. You can make a dress with a spandex top, spandex leggings, circle skirt, one 
piece suit and 2 piece suit with either a halter top or tube top. Price $6.50 

Pattern #203 R for Kish Riley 
Vintage Pattern Resize for Riley 
Included dress and hat pattern Price $6.50 

Pattern #204 R for Kish Riley 
Vintage Pattern Resize for Riley 
Included dress and hat pattern Price $6.50 

Pattern #205 R/TB for Kish Riley and Tiny Betsy McCall 
This pattern is for Both Riley and Tiny Betsy and features a ruffled top, skort, and hat. Price $6.50 

 Pattern#210 R/TB for Kish Riley and Tiny Betsy McCall 
This pattern is for Both Riley and Tiny Betsy features a Wizard of OZ Dorothy dress. With this pattern you can make a blouse and skirt for either Riley or 
Tiny Betsy.  Price $7.00 
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	Betsy Brochure.pdf
	Price $7.00

	CED Brochure.pdf
	For a strapless gown or halter style gown made with stretch 

	Ellowyne Brochure.pdf
	Price $14.00

	Gene Tyler Brochure.pdf
	Price $9.00

	Kitty Tiny Kitty Brochure.pdf
	Price $7.00


